APPENDIX - I

SAMPLES OF THE STUDENTS’ ESSAYS

A. Indian students’ essays

ESSAY 1

Years have passed when industrial revolution came into existence that brought about a dramatic change in the standard of living of the people. Nowadays and your evolution is the emerging stupendously and steadily. It is E-revolution or the use of the Internet. The word Internet is made of two words i.e. international network. Internet is like a genie that provides information regarding all the matters. It has make everything possible and easy. It has passed through many changes and processes. In the early nineties it was nothing of luxury. But nowadays it has become a necessity for everyone. In today’s world, one who doesn’t possess any knowledge about the Internet is considered the illiterate in the modern society. It is a basic qualification which everyone must procure in order to get a good job.

Internet plays an important role in a student’s life. It is like an electronic encyclopedia which consists of information about every field whether education, entertainment, jobs, market etc. as student can logon to various sites of his interests. Internet has proceed to be a boon for students who can’t afford to buy costly books. One can enroll in a cyber café and get valuable information through various sites.

Internet also plays an important role for job seekers. There are various sites which enroll unemployed people for jobs. Some of the sites such as noukari.com, ITFTjobsfest.com etc are very common among people. One has to just enlist himself on line and he will be assured of getting some suitable job sooner or later. Internet has made world a global village. One can contact his or her relatives on line in very less time. It has become an economical for everyone as more and more companies are approaching to provide Internet services. One can make a good career in web designing or creating softwares.
Though there are many positive effects of Internet, but it has some disadvantages also. Recently there are many reports of hacking of important sites by hackers. Sometimes the virus can hack important sites and one may bear heavy losses. Sometimes an enemy country can hack the sites of other country for strategic purposes to know the top secrets especially that are considered for military purposes. One more bad effects of Internet on students is that there are numerous porn sites which encourage pornography and degrade the morality of children. Students get addicted to such sites and don’t pay attention to their studies and also shun moral values given by their parents.

ESSAY 2

This is an age of science. Man has invented wonderful machines to make life more comfortable. Computer is one of such wonders of the modern world. It is one of the useful inventions of science and technology. Today there is hardly any sphere of human activity which has not been touched by computers. And the major plus point of the computers is that we can access Internet on it. Internet is a global computer network providing a variety of information and communication facilities. Nowadays every information is available on Internet. And for a student Internet is a very important thing. Internet affects the life of a student in many ways. For students, there are a lot of things available on Internet, for instance, students can search for any information they wish, they can get the well-prepared notes on their textbooks. And even at the end of the session the result is available on the Internet, so that students do not have to rush in the university to know the results or they do not have to keep standing and waiting anywhere for the information. So Internet is now a good friend of the student. If you have an e-mail ID, then you can send emails to your friends, whom you can’t approach easily. You can remain in touch with your friends, you can make free calls to your friends who are in foreign countries. Each and every software is available in Internet. We can download games and songs as well as another and using things. We can get updates for our personal computer. Every new information is available at just one click. For students were passing out to the college can look for jobs on Internet at some specific web sites for example, www.jobs.com, www.mosters.com, etc. Internet has become a very good friend of the students.
ESSAY 3

Now-a-days internet plays a very important role in student life. Internet is a very helpful system for the students. The three ways in which an internet helps the students are:

(1) Studies:

Internet is very helpful for student in their studies. Students can easily collect matter of their related subjects from internet. It also helps to prepare projects on different topics to students. One can find out any problems by searching on google and any type of studies matter are available on internet for students. Also internet helps to know about some current topics in today’s world with the help of internet the studies becomes very easy for students.

(2) Entertainment:

Also internet helps the students in entertainment, one can find out new releases on internet and also can download new wallpapers, songs etc. It is a very good mode for spend time in holidays.

(3) Results:

Internet is also very helpful for students to check out their results. One can easily confirm his or her result by adding any site which is related to his/her institution. Also one can get information about the new competitive exams to be held in future and also one can easily know about the job opportunities by doing internet.

Conclusion:

At last we can say that internet is a very good mode for students to get knowledge and it helps the students in every sphere of life. It is very helpful for students in all the ways. But sometimes some people misuse upon the person who uses it. It is really a very good mode of communication and very helpful.

ESSAY 4

In this modern era, Internet has become the most powerful and famous communication system. It feels like the entire world is in your hand. Even in schools at a very early age the students are taught computers. Even, the engineers, doctors, businessman are not left behind in their respective fields and with the help of Internet the
entire world is under time. This mode is very cheapest way to communicate to your friends when you are in abroad. Well, on the other hand there are a lot of abuses. It’s leaving a worst impression among the young generation. The cyber crimes are increasing day-by-day. The social sites like orkut and hi5 are leaving a worst impact on young generation. It is leading to many things.

People really get addicted to internet. They sit and chat for hours and hours. So, it’s better to use it in limits.

**ESSAY 5**

In today’s world Internet is the one of the biggest mode of communication. We can send our messages and documents within a second. In today’s world we could not imagine to move forward at least one step without using Internet. From that least ten to fifteen years of Internet growing their root densely. And lease 65% of the people used Internet for their convenience. In multinational companies they could not imagine to move ahead without using Internet. Internet is very helpful in many way, for example we can search anything whatever we want to search. We can advertise our products or the brand on the Internet easily, so whenever people search on the net they can easily see your advertisement and use your products. It is the easiest way to gain our knowledge in every field whichever we want to gain. It is very beneficial for the students who want to gain more knowledge about the two killer field, it shows everything with diagram or with full explanation. There are many sites on which we can search for finds the things whichever we want to. The sites like yahoo.com, google.com. Rediff.com etc. through net we can also go through in entertainment world. We can find the latest news or gossips. Those who are sports boys they can also find out the latest sports or latest news about their favorite sports. Whatever we can imagine we can search on the net. We can say that it is one way to finest discovery of the human being.

There are lots of disqualities in the Internet. People use this kind of gist in the wrong way. Youngsters also use this type of gist in wrong way like they open porn sites for their enjoyments. There are lots of that kind of movies which are unacceptable. There are many wrong posters or photos which makes our head down because this type of things
are made to gain knowledge or excess ourself in the field of education or study based material. But we are using it in a very wrong way.

It is one kind of craze in the youngsters to use this Internet because many of the schoolchildren bunk their school and go to the net see all that teachers and movies which they seem first time in their life. Now another kind of craze found in the today’s youngsters this is called to make friends through net. This kind of ways to youngsters interact or make friends are yahoo mail.com, orcut.com, etc. this effects on them more, because when a person goes deeply in their relationship when and other ditched them they will go in deep depression. This effects very badly on the youngsters. Internet is also used in negative ways in the field of terrorism. One of the finest example is world made center and pentagon. Terrorists use this net know the way of the secret buildings. So we should use this type of gift in a positive manner, not negatively. This is one of the wonderful discovery by the human being so we should be using the proper way, or proper man. We should gain all qualities of the Internet as much we can. Because it is one of the finest discovery.

ESSAY 6

In this era of globalization Internet plays a very prominent role for making an individual independent from all the aspects, then whether he is a student, businessman, teacher or any other, nowadays it has become a knowledge hub for each and everyone.

Internet is one of the best technologies used in the present world of computers. It has brought the entire world at our home. As we all know that it is a network of millions of computers, connected to each other and nowadays its use is also increasing rapidly. Internet use is different for different people as some use it to share information on any topic, where some use it to communicate to any person anywhere in the world. There are lots of web sites available on the Internet regarding education, entertainment, news, political affairs and etc., containing all the minute information to the big details. Chatting, the video-conferencing, e-mail, news and gossips can be considered as the best services of the Internet. In a nutshell I can say Internet is the best modern technology.

But if asked how the Internet affects my life as a student I can only say that it is the Internet which makes me up-to-date and makes me feel that I am also a part of this latest boon of technology. No doubt it clarifies all your queries but it heeds time because
everything you find or search is explained in full details from its origin to its latest status. Internet as according to me is the boon for students or we can say that for the scholars but all do not use it with the desire to gain something extra than the classroom teaching as in spite of this they have acknowledged the Internet as their teacher and preacher which raises the provoking issue that in future one does not need to go to schools and colleges for quality education. But this should be checked because Internet is a perspective to supplement more in classroom teaching not to ignore and acknowledge classroom teaching useless.

Internet helps us gain and earn while the student is learning. And also guide the students for their career opportunities and their queries related to their field of interest. Nowadays Internet is also providing online jobs.

No doubt Internet is helpful and has lots of impact on the student life but sometimes it proves to be a full of disadvantages also when students use it in the wrong manner. It shows that human behavior and attitude matters a lot in handling these technologies. As it is a clear known fact that individual fall prey to wrong things easily which in terms of the Internet can be expressed as porn sites, messages and misleading others by giving wrong information. To the limits is should be checked so that students can make use of it as a source of knowledge hub and not for falling prey to these types of delusioned things.

It has been said that knowledge is power, light and a source which is never ending and you can find it in books only and for Internet no doubt it has information in detail but still it lacks in the ancient concepts and sometimes some minute information also which we can get from the books only. Internet makes students more up to date, expressive in their concepts but sometimes it lacks originality of thought of an individual also. Video-conferencing not so much useful in a students contexts but it helps the students to interact with the famous personalities during the interactive sessions organized by schools or colleges. E-mails, news, gossips, chatting all these things come under the use of internet which one very helpful too but only for the limited purpose and time as one cannot and should not waste his all time in chatting and emailing. Nowadays in this era of competition no doubt internet is useful for students but it should not be used with the
wrong idea and intention as knowledge is each and everything and we all should respect it
whether it is in turns of literature or technology.

ESSAY 7

Internet is a net of networks, so as the home specifies net of network internet is the
best way of communicating with others. Being a student I can communicate with other
students in the world, now I can participate in different group discussion, so that I can
check my knowledge and can ever increase it by listening the views of others.

Before using student I was just like a simple student who speak occasionally to the
questions of teacher in college, but after using internet I get that much knowledge that
now I can easily give answers of the question of the teacher and sometime even more.
Internet increases my interest in studies and have increase my power of thinking.

As I am a student I need knowledge, as well as entertainment so for that I use net
as the way of entertainment for eg: classical music and chatting with friends easily
entertain me.

New go that much topic that you can just think of. Just a click and you can explore
your view.

At all I can say internet is the rust thing for a student.

ESSAY 8

Internet has proved to be a boon for our and all, whether it’s a student or working
person. It provides a lot of exposure to the student. It makes them acquainted with various
careers, from which they can choose one. It provides a gigantic amount of studying
material. It also helps them to stay connected with old friends working people and students
have both benefited. Internet helps in getting a grasp of any new development in which a
person in interested. It is easier to reserve seats for Railways and Airways through one can
choose through many options available on Internet. The parents, whose children are away,
for studying on working, they could stay connected via Internet. In short, it has made the
world global villages. Distances have reduced and bonds have become stronger. It is also
easier to know about various for off places through Internet. These days it has become
easy for students to not only apply to foreign Indian Universities but also to Universities Abroad. It saves both time and energy to apply online. The work of banks have become easier. Internet is useful in unmemorable ways but it does not mean that it has not abuses. More and more cases of child and women exploitation are being reported now-a-days. The traditional values of Indian society are fading away. Youth these days are involved in watching pornographic movies. The so-called internet language of slangs has also proved to be a blow to English language. Many a times drug dealings are done through net. There have been cases where the photographs of one person are pasted on anothers made body, so, it has been relay exploitative.

Internet is a real useful thing and we should try not to misuse it. After all use and abuse of anything is in the hands of a person who is going to use it.

**ESSAY 9**

Like a coin has two sides, same way we can say that everything has two effects—negative and positive effects. Internet the most commonly word that is used now a days. Youngsters, business men, scholars, students, service class people every single person uses the Internet services. It is the results of modern technology. A lot of search is done in internet. Every topic can be found on it. Matter concerning any subject can be found. Music, movies can be downloaded. We can find marriage of new words. Whole of encyclopedia is their. It’s the best way to communicate. We can that ad make new friends. We get in touch with one old friends. Sometimes when we do not find a matter in a book we can easily get it on the net. But it can also be a curse to our society. There are many bad videos that are being provided from one person to another. Porn sites are increasing day by day. People misuse one another id’s Girls one being exploited. Cyber crimes are increasing. Internet can also be a boon and a curse also. If it is useful in many ways, it is also increasing the crime rate easily.

**ESSAY 10**

In today’s world, science and technology has given a grate gift to mankind in form of internet. Internet, today has become an essential part of our lifestyle. We can’t imagine our life without it.
It has several uses. It gives us an access to a wide range of information. We can come to know what is happening in the other part of the world in a fraction of second. Internet is a lifeline for people belonging to different walks of life. It helps doctors to gather information about the latest researches in their fields, stock brokers to analyse the stock market, managers to submit their presentations and proposals to their offices etc. Internet is quite cheap and in the reach of common man.

But it has some vices too. Internet encourages cyber crimes. Students waste a lot of time on internet indulging in chatting or social networking sites. This severely affects their academic performance. Some adolescents misuse internet to view pornography sites.

Thus, internet has its uses as well as disadvantages. Hence, it is up to us to decide whether we want to use it in right or wrong way.

B. Iranian Essays

ESSAY 1

In now a days internet become so much important. In today’s life cannot be imagine without internet. Internet provide a lots of information in few minutes. Through internet we can chat with anyone around the world. Internet gives a lots of ideas, thoughts which help them in doing their studies.

Besides all these advantages internet has also its bad effects. In now a days internet become craze on younger’s generation. Students of schools and colleges bank team their classes and go to the cyber café and hay a lots of money on internet.

Some of the students see bad things on internet which are totally banned and cyber café owners also help them for doing all these things.

Students waste their parents money doing all these thing which have no use.

At the end internet is boom and curse both.

ESSAY 2

Do you know Internet has uses and abuses for daily life. Internet is used in all over the world. First, we can buy books in the Internet. This method can save in time and money. Second student can search essay with use Internet. It can cause advancement of
leaving. Finally, as the popularity Internet grows so do concerns over excessive use. Internet addiction has been identified as pathological behavior.

We can use of the Internet for buying book. There are many figurative library in Internet. We can buy require books this way. For doing this action we should have site address. Of course this way exist in big library. Recently, this way for buying is very useful. Figurative library next try sent book for me. There are a kind of different article we can use of Internet for search about article and doing scientific. For searching a topic don’t require we only search the book with used this way was received a different goal. Especially for reaching new information that recently was discovered.

Pathological behavior online behavior includes dependence obsessive thought. Tolerance inability to cease and withdrawal addiction including gambling and alcoholism. Those are symptoms commonly addiction association, to be truly addictive person wasn’t experience since lots of consequences as a result of their addictive behavioral as the loss of employment dissatisfaction of marriage.

Internet has uses and abuses in life in my opinion if we can’t proper use of Internet or incorrect use the Internet Internet can disaster of for me. throughly Internet is a new technology in world that can use for people.

ESSAY 3

In this modern age, the internet helps the student a lot with the advancement of technology. Nowadays internet is very popular and helpful thing for students. The first way in which the internet can affect the life of students is that it provides the vast ocean of knowledge for students. Only by clicking a button of the mouse one can get information about everything and anywhere. Now students do not have to search in library about a particular thing or topic for he is searching on the internet. Internet fulfills the needs of students as a dictionary, books, teacher and informer. Nowadays students can do a course at their home with the use of internet. Students can entertain themselves by viewing movies and listening to music on the internet.
ESSAY 4

Internet is an international system that people in whole of the world can use it. This system has many web sites. That refer to a certain company. Google and yahoo are the most famous web sites.

Without internet, it seems to live in a village that has a few path to other places, and people can only have relationship with themselves and learn only old knowledge without any improvement. Fortunately, nowadays, everyone can connect to the other countries by the internet, and he can improve his information about new science, literature, and other things that he needs.

In using of the internet we can get familiar with other countries better and know about their social, political, cultural conditions. If you want to know about famous poets, artists, players, it is easy by the internet. You can also find new friends and relate to foreign people.

It has many services for you. You can buy or sell your furnitures, car, house, and also your daily needs by the internet. Sometimes it is difficult to find a book in your country, but by this service you could find and buy it in another country without wasting much time.

If you have a research, and you should read many books and research papers about it, you can connect to a library by the internet and choose and read any of them you want. It makes your research easier and quicker. You can also consult professors and researchers in other countries about your topic.

Therefore, you should try to learn how to use the internet in the best way.

ESSAY 5

We can use the Internet for daily work in difference way. We can use the Internet for conversation. It is very easy for people who are far from together. We can use Internet for shopping. Most of companies in the world have a website to visit their customers. Another way to use the Internet is reading the new information and news. We can find each information about all of things on the Internet.
Using Internet for conversation is popular today. When you are connected to the Internet you are able to do many things. You can send or receive e-mail. You can chat with text or voice for example you are in California and you want to send e-mail to a friend in London. After you press the send button your e-mail goes to our friend. That is very easy.

We can use Internet for shopping. Most of companies in the world have web site to visit their customers. We can go to web site of a company and see their manufacturers, so we can choose and buy the tool. We can do it without going out of our home.

Another way to use Internet is reading the new information and news. You can browse the World Wide Web and find many information about anythings what you want to read it. For example if you want to know all about sports you can type the word in google web site and search about it.

There is three ways to use Internet in daily work. In the other hand Internet has a lot of effects in our daily life that helps us to live easily. We can do speed our work up with Internet. Internet has some other effects that I don’t say them.

ESSAY 6

Have you ever had an experience in the world of Internet. Before you start to use Internet you should know about three major points. Lower than the one Two of them is benefits and one of them is problem of using Internet. First you can achieve a lot of information in every field. Next, you can gain money and the last, Searching for immoral picture and film. This information can guide you to use Internet in the best way.

You are traveling in the Internet world for searching information. When you search you can find many information for one specific matter. Internet can guide and help you for increase your speed to find what you want really. Even you can receive information from one of your friends who living in another country by using chat. Chad can help you to connect many people to achieve information in all over the world.

Another benefits of using Internet is you can make money. You can sell your things by Internet. Someone when connect to Internet he can see your selling things and buying it. He can use e-card or gold card for paying money. So you see you can buy what you need and sell by Internet. One of the problems of using Internet is searching for
immoral pictures or films. Internet covered many fields and also contain immoral matter. But by your awareness you should not use this part of Internet. Because it is a kind of trick for your youngster people in your society.

By using Internet you can take a special power. You can achieve information also you can gain money. But be careful for immoral pictures. You should try to use Internet in the positive ways. Also for increase your education and improve your society.

ESSAY 7

Do you know, now a day that computer has what effects in our life the computer is very important role in the world. Finding a lots of information for research in the computer/usage of computer in big factories and companies to make familiar with biology of most famous people in the world.

First, in the past, if we wanted to research about anything, we must went to the library and read some book or asked from teacher and other people about that matter. It was kind of wasting time but now a day we can search the name of that manner in the Internet and it will answer to the all of the our questions quickly.

Second, in the big companies and factories there were many dossiers looking for one of them is very difficult, for example, in factories if we wanted to find the characteristics of a person or instrument or even anything else, we had to go to the another place to finding that dossier but now a day by computer just by putting some keys on the keyboard we can find the characteristics of anything easily and quickly.

Third, if the person want to make familiar to famous peoples he/ she can find it in Internet easily, for example, you don’t know anything about Chomsky after connecting to Internet you should type it letter by letter, then you see the name of books and biography of Chomsky. It’s easier than before, because in the past we should read the several books about him.

ESSAY 8

You need to know how to use the Internet and how it can affect your life to be a better life, it is named world-village. It means that every information and everything you need in your life, prepare for you. The way of using Internet is different and depend upon
the purpose of persons. I think it’s useful for communicating taking information and entertaining.

Communication is one of the positive effect and advantages of Internet. You can communicate with another person in another country. You can make an ID and send an e-mail (electronic mail) for your friends around the world. Or send family photos or chatting with her in chat rooms. You can find many friends from other nationality. And it’s so interesting to communicate with foreign person.

The second way that Internet affect our life is giving information. When you don’t know the answer of a question you can search it in world village and find your answer. It has many information about everything you consider. If you want to know how weather is or if you want to read daily news or if you want to know about art, science, education, sport country, family, health, etc. you can use Internet.

You can entertain by using the Internet. It’s the third effect of Internet on your life. You can find every kind of personal playing. When you want to play a computer game and you don’t have partner you can connect Internet and play a game online with another person! My father is a good chess player when he don’t have partner he connect to Internet and play chess online with another person that he don’t have partner! I think it’s an interesting entertainment.

You can use Internet from other ways to improve the quality of your life and has a better life. If you can use it correctly and I use it to connect my old friend and solve my problem and I tried to use it in a best way.

ESSAY 9

Have you ever thought of being in 100 years ago? How would you do your affairs? If computer was not in our life, what kind of life would it be? Todays all the affairs are done by this crucial device. Internet is the most essential part of computer. It drastically improve our life through three ways: information, shopping and network marketing one of the improveness of Internet is that it is source of information. Internet is containing some web pages that are belonging different sites. The sites are source of information that we can use. We can search in different sites for our investigations and our extra knowledge.
Another factor that is interesting for young people is shopping via credit card and from Internet. There are some special sites that introduce their famous brands for shopping through Internet. And it is an entertainment for teenagers. They use these sites as a habit and for fun.

The last factor is network marketing via Internet. Network marketing is a global trade today, many of people earn money from this business. They work for some companies and sell their good by introducing an advertising in various sites. This trade is more popular nowadays.

At the end, for summary, Internet has great effects in our life. For example, Internet for its information, doing shopping and network marketing changes our life extremely. For third world countries knowing how we can use computer and Internet is very important for everybody, because is cause we have developed country at future.

**ESSAY 10**

Science has progressed in the world and one of its results is Internet. Internet is a profitable tool from which we can gain so many information and services. Internet can be used for many various purposes in our life.

First, we can have access to large amount of information easily. For example, teachers and students search in Internet in order to research about a special topic. These information may be in their native language or other languages, it depends on their subject and need.

Second, by Internet we can send and massages instantly. The traditional way of sending is so time-consuming, but e-mail has facilitated sending a message to a friend. By chatting we can also communicate with the other people in different parts of the world and acquaint with various cultures and customs.

Third, Internet has facilitated shopping and we are able to purchase something by a credit card in our homes. Going to store waste our time and is a boring work. We should be careful that our purchase not to turn out to be a pig in a poke.

Consequently, Internet is replete with so many wonders. It can enhance our knowledge and is so useful for our daily works. Internet is a new technology which connects all the people of the world to each other.